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How Products Get Tested &
Why it Matters
By Claire Kieri, MPH, WELL AP®, Building Science Analyst & Aaron Grin, M.A.Sc.,
P.Eng., Principal, Building Science Specialist, RDH Building Science Inc.
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or a moment, let’s pretend you’re
a stranger to the world of building
products and material selection.
You open your internet browser and type
“insulation” into the search bar. You get
millions of results, including suggestions
for shopping, maps, and images from
sources ranging from Home Depot to the
U.S. Department of Energy to manufacturer sites. Without basic knowledge, you may
be overwhelmed by the products, the sales
pitches, and the amount of information. Of
course, many Ontario Building Envelope
Council members are well-versed in the
product selection process. Parsing through
this information in a meaningful way is
much easier when you understand what
you’re looking at. It’s even better when you
know what’s going on behind-the-scenes,
where the data originates, and the bounds
on how it’s created.

When selecting and specifying products,
we consider factors such as cost, availability,
ease of installation, and durability. There are
also performance characteristics and properties we evaluate based on a building’s purpose, design, and location. These properties
include common metrics such as R-value,
vapour permeance, and air permeance. Information about these characteristics comes
from many sources. Most often, we check
manufacturer spec sheets. We can also obtain
this information for groups of materials from
third-party sources of data, like ASHRAE’s
Handbook of Fundamentals and WUFI’s materials database.
You may wonder where the product information comes from, how manufacturers
determine the properties of their products,
or where ASHRAE gets the test results they
use as inputs for their material property database. Read on for answers to these questions

and a clearer understanding of what happens
behind-the-scenes at testing laboratories.
Our goal is to show you the important factors
you should consider when reviewing product
information.
First, it’s crucial you understand some
basic information about product testing.
There are two testing categories: standardized and non-standardized. Standardized
tests are established and recognized methods available to anyone. Standardized
methods are, in a way, a recipe for how to
conduct a test. You can go to the ASTM
or ISO websites to buy a copy of any published standard test method. The bulk of
information available about product performance was obtained using standardized
methods. In part, this is because building
codes and regional requirements call out
specific methods developed for a specific
purpose and allow easy product-to-product
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RDH laboratory staff completing freeze-thaw testing of brick samples.
comparisons. The main benefit of standardized testing is the comparative basis it offers in a diverse global economy. A lab in
Toronto, Ontario performing freeze-thaw
testing per ASTM C67 is performing a near
identical test to any other experienced and

knowledgeable lab performing ASTM C67
anywhere in the world.
In comparison, the world of non-standard testing is innovative and more exciting.
Non-standardized tests are created, validated, and performed by labs and test facilities.

RDH laboratory staff reviewing data.
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The step-by-step instructions for these test
methods aren’t generally available to the
public. Often, they’re proprietary methods
and are closely guarded. Manufacturer
R&D, unique or new materials, or challenging research and industry questions
drive the creation and use of these methods. In some cases, these test methods get
developed into standardized methods. The
test results from non-standardized methods
are often reported in research publications,
summarized in industry presentations, and,
on occasion, are shared by manufacturers
themselves. Non-standard methods provide
valuable insight into product performance
that we might not get through standard
methods.
Where testing is performed is an important consideration. Standard testing is performed by both public and private labs and
facilities. Private labs include manufacturers
and third-party facilities. Public labs include
academic and government facilities. Manufacturers tend to perform a mix of standard
and non-standard testing. They hire thirdparty facilities to complete additional testing

n

for product development, reporting to the industry at-large, or code compliance activities.
Third-party labs tend to exclusively perform
standardized methods. Some private facilities, like RDH Building Science Inc., perform both standard and non-standard methods. Public facilities tend to perform a mix of
standard and non-standard testing, especially
in the name of academic research. Many factors are considered when a lab develops its
scope of testing: cost, demand, value to clients, and value to other areas of the organization or the industry.

In comparison, the world
of non-standard testing is
innovative and more exciting.
Non-standardized tests are
created, validated,
and performed by labs and
test facilities. The step-bystep instructions for these
test methods aren’t generally
available to the
public. Often, they’re
proprietary methods and are
closely guarded.

materials labs requires an understanding of
materials and methods beyond simply reading the method documentation. The quality
of building materials testing is also affected
by a lab’s knowledge of how materials are
manufactured and used in the field and how
environmental forces (e.g., rain, wind, etc.)
affect them. This knowledge influences decisions, like what test methods are used and
how the results are interpreted. For example,
the results from a test may be variable due
to the inherent variability of the construction
materials themselves. Knowing this about
construction materials is important because
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it helps the lab gain a sense of the range of
possible values when testing or reviewing the
results of testing.
Once testing is complete, taking time to
review a test report is important. There can
be a lot of information in a test report. Start
by looking up the lab that completed the
testing. A quick internet search will take you
to the lab or facility’s website. Note any red
flags, like lack of experience with construction products or missing information about
their testing capabilities. Do they have any
accreditation? Check their scope for the test
that was performed. You may also want to

Lab accreditation is another factor clients consider in the world of materials testing. ISO 17025 is a common accreditation
for testing labs, as is ISO 9001. These accreditations indicate the lab has quality control and assurance measures in place. These
measures help the lab consistently achieve
accurate and reliable results. Accredited labs have a scope of tests they perform
under their ISO accreditation. These can
include standard and non-standard methods. The lab’s ability to perform the tests
is verified by an independent assessor and
approved by an accrediting body on a regular basis. Some activities in the industry, like
achieving code compliance, can require testing performed by an ISO 17025-accredited
laboratory.
Not all labs are created equal. A chemistry
lab is very different from a building materials
lab. The skills, experience, equipment, and
methods will be quite different depending
on the area of testing a lab focuses on. Some
testing equipment common to building
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Calculations and drawings related to design and validation of laboratory equipment.
check if there are any major issues with their
accreditation. You can find this information
on their accrediting body’s website (e.g.,
ANAB, A2LA, SCC).
Next, consider if the method makes
sense. For most product properties, standard methods and metrics exist. Ask yourself if the methods are appropriate and
expected by the industry. For example,
ASTM E96 is the most common method
for determining water vapour permeance.

If someone’s using an unusual method, the
results might not be meaningful or comparable to information already out there. Be
on the lookout for obvious errors—things
like incorrect units, conversions, or missing
information. It’s also important to consider
the details, or lack thereof, included in a
test report. When done well, interpretation
and contextualization of the results indicate
the test was performed by a competent and
knowledgeable team.
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Once you’ve completed a quality check
on the report, make sure the results make
sense in a broader context. For example,
we expect paper-faced gypsum board to
be vapour open. If you’re looking at results
or specs for a paper-faced gypsum product, you’ll expect vapour permeance values
above 10 perms (570 ng/Pa s m2). You can
find comparative values in sources such as
ASHRAE’s Handbook of Fundamentals,
WUFI’s material database, or even by looking at similar products from other manufacturers. When doing this, never forget there’s
a range of products with different uses and
intents. If you see paper-faced gypsum at
one perm (57 ng/Pa s m2), maybe that’s intentional and is a unique product—or, it
could be an error. Develop your intuition
for these things in many ways, including by
reading a range of research test reports and
papers, including:
• Schumacher et al (2020), which describes both standard and non-standard
test methods applied during ASHRAE
RP-1696, a project designed to update
ASHRAE’s Handbook of Fundamental’s
materials properties database;
• Henderson et al (2020), which is an
example of non-standard method
development; and
• Grin et al (2014), which is a detailed
research program that considered factors
ranging from wall performance to cost
to structural integrity of various wall
assemblies.
You’ll also want to consider the test conditions. Maybe your project will have the
product exposed to high humidity. Are there
results that show how the product responds
to high humidity? Do the test conditions
match your design needs and building location / climate? It’s a bonus when you see
results that indicate how the product might
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perform in situ. For example, an ideal report
summarizing adhesion testing would include
a variety of substrates. That way, the end-user knows whether they can use a membrane
or tape on their substrate of choice. These
additional bits of information are valuable
and indicate good, quality testing.
Finally, consider the reporting of the results in the context of the test method and its
requirement. This mostly applies to standard
methods, which are prescriptive in their reporting requirements. Are all of the details
that should be reported actually listed in the
report? This doesn’t mean they weren’t collected, and if you need them, you can always
call the source to see if you can get that information. For non-standard methods, it’s ideal
to see a clear rationale presented for why that
information is missing.
Although we’ve been discussing primarily
lab-based tests, both standard and non-standard tests can be conducted in the field, and
consideration of whether this is the most
appropriate option should be part of your
evaluation of quality. Ask yourself if the
choice of lab vs. field testing makes sense for
the purpose of your work. Having both field
and lab results can provide a well-rounded
picture.
Having a basic understanding of types of
product testing (standard vs. non-standard),
how to select a laboratory, or what to look
for in a report are useful tools to help you
choose the right product for your project’s
needs. However, if in doubt, ask a lab or the
manufacturer directly for more information
and insight. 
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